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LITTLE
HOLLOW BONES

THE GREAT HOLY MAN, BLACK ELK, SAID, ..I CURED WITH THE
power that came through me. Of course it was not I who cured. It
was the power from the outer world, and the visions and ceremonies
had only made me like a hole through which the power could come
to the two-leggeds. If I thought that I was doing it myself, the hole
would close up and no power could come through. Then everything
I could do would be foolish."

As Fools Crow and I discussed the matter of how a person serves
the Higher Powers, I asked, "Do you agree with Black Elk that the
medicine person is a hole that Wakan-Tanka and the Helpers work
through to help people?"

"We [Black Elk and he] talked about this several times. We
agreed that the Higher Powers had taught us this same thing. We are
just holes. But as I have used hollow bones for curing, I have decided
that it is better to think of medicine people as little hollow bones."

"All medicine persons are hollow bones that Wakan-Tanka,
Tunkashila, and the Helpers work through?"
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"ln and through. The power comes to us first to make us what

we should be, and then flows through us and out to others."

I told him that Pueblo medicine men thought of themselves as

tubes, and that I had been told by them how this worked out in their

lives. I said it had captured my interest fully to hear him using this

same terminology, and wondered whether, in his becoming a hollow

bone, he went through the same four stages as they did - first calling

in Waknn-Thnkn. to rid themselves of everything about them that will

impede Him in any way - such as doubt, questions or reluctance;

then recognizing themselves as a clean tube ready to be filled with

hope and possibilities and anxious to be filled with power; then in the

third stage experiencing the power as it comes surging into them; and

finally grving the power away to others in the knowledge that, as they

are emptied out, the Higher Powers will keep filling them with even
greater power to be given away.s Although I did not say so, I wondered

as I told him this whether it was possible that here on the Great Plains

I would find the same concept. If Fools Crow knew and practiced

this, it would be another proof of both our convictions that, since we

know and worship the same God, it is natural to assume that He

teaches all those who love Him the same basic lessons.

Fools Crow answered most of my questions the very next morn-

ing, when he asked me to go out with him to pray. On his left arm he

carried a folded blanket, in his left hand a drum and drum stick, and
in his right hand his pipe, his smoke (smudging) materials - this

time a filled sea shell - and a golden eagle feather.
I should explain that Fools Crow did his smudging ("making

smoke" he called i0 in two ways. For personal situations, such as
when he was smudging ritual items, he simply lit the end of a braided

or twisted piece of sweetgrass and waved the sweetgrass around and

over the items. If sweetgrass was not available, he used dried sage.
For other circumstances where a greater quantity of smoke was

s F'or comparison, the Cahuilla tribe of California has believed that when medicine
people come into their power they have to get rid of themselves, "as if peeling off old
habits the wav you peel an orange." Thev have to quit looking back and must go
forward and be strong, "for the stream of life gets rough sometimes." Modesto and
Mount  1980,  p .40.
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needed, he made a mixture of sweetgrass, dried sage and tobacco in
a large sea shell, and lit this. When the amount of smoke rvas suffi-
cient, he blew occasionally on the hot ashes as he used the eagle
feather to push the smoke toward others who were involved in the
ceremony, and also toward the ritual items he would be using. As he
pushed the smoke, he fluttered the feather, and did it so beautifullv
that when you closed your eyes you had the distinct sensation that an
eagle was hovering close around you. If this was being done in the
sweatlodge, you would even hear the shrill .ry of the eagle.

When we reached the place where he customarilv praved, he
refolded the blanket until it was rectangular in shape and perhaps a
quarter of its unfolded size. Then he spread it out on the grass. He
placed the filled sea shell at the east end of the blanket and on the
northeast corner, then used a match to light it. When it was smoking
well and the sweet smell of it was permeating the area, he used the
feather to smudge first me, then himself, and finally the blanket. This
done, he faced the east, removed his glasses, and knelt down on the
blanket. It was seven ?.ffi., and Sun was alreadv up and bathing both
the area and Fools Crow. His face glowed, and the sunlight smoothed
away his wrinkles. He seemed to grow voung again. He closed his
eyes, and breathed deeply seven times to begin his immersion into
the ritual he was about to perform. When he was done, he rested his
cupped hands in his lap and listened for Wakan-Tanka's response.

While he did this, I pondered the idea of immersion, and what
happens to the mind when vou do it. The old holv man and other
medicine people had taught me that the more time vou spend and the
deeper you go the greater the success of vour quest. The entire idea
has to do with achieving a state of complete communion Uith Wakan-
Thnka and the Helpers. Once this is accomplished, Thev can en-
lighten and lead you, giving vou comfbrt, strength, hope, and power.
The amount of time spent in immersion is never wasted, and it
reverses the usual procedure we follow when we are faced with time-
consuming and critical chores. Ordinaril,v, we think we must rush and
organize to get at the work because there is so little time. If we pray
at all regarding the situation, it is onlv briefl-v, because we have so
much to do. Then we spend the entire dav working on the chores,
and end up frustrated and drained. With immersion, vou spend a lot
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of time in prayer, obtain from the Higher Powers the strength and
guidance you need, and then finish those same chores in a fiaction
of the time, ending up fdfilled and fresh.

With his eyes still closed, Fools Crow began ro pull with both
hands at his chest and abdomen if he were pulling out evil or
negative things. He grabbed manv handfuls, and he threw awav what
he had seized.

Next, he stretched both arms and hands as high as he could up
toward the sky and held them there for at least two minures while he
looked up and smiled broadly. He was as happv as ever I saw him.

After this, he began to clutch at the air above him, where he
seized unseen things and shoved handfuls of them into his head and
bodr:

Finally, he started to pull invisible things out of his chest and
bodt but this time he held both hands side bv side in front of him
and threw what he was clutching out to an invisible audience . . .
inr; 'rble to me, that is, but visible to him I am sure.

No words were spoken while Fools Crow made these gestures,
out when he was finished, he picked up the drum and beat it softly
as he sang a "sound" song - that is, a song in which svllables were
used to carry the melodl', but which had no meanings. The beat was
what the Lakota call the "parade beat," which is slow and steadr,, and
is used for serious occasions. If Kate had been there, she would have
"trilled" to express her happiness and appreciation.

When the song was finished, Fools Crow, still on his knees,
pointed the stem of his pipe out to the Four Directions, up to W'akan-
Tankn and Tunkashila, and down to Grandmother Earth. Then he
turned to me and said,"Wakan-Tanka and the Helpers just made me
a clean new hollow bone. Whenever there is time before I must begin
to cure or heal a person, or before I am to lead or share in a ceremon\r,
I go off bv myself and ask Them ro prepare me like this."

"You sat, Wakan-Tankaand Tunkashila, "I said. "Most authorities
consider these to be different names for the same Person."

"No!" Fools Crow replied adamantlv. "We have three Chief
Gods l ike the Christ ians do. Wakan-Tanka is l ike rhe Father.
Ttnkashila is like the Son. The Powers and Grandmother Earth to-
gether are like the Holv Spirit, and I call the fir'e of them 'Wakan-
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Thnka's Helpers.' When I speak of all seven of the Beings together, I
sometimes call them the 'Higher Powers.' When I prav with my pipe
I point the stem up to Wakan-Thnka, then just a l i t t le lower to
Tunkashila. Rut Wakan-Tanka and Timkashila think. acr. and watch
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over us as one. So there is only one God. whenever I say, ITakan_
Tankn,I mean Tunknshila too."6

"It appeared that you did four kinds
unfeigned enthusiasm.

of gestures," I said with

"Ho," he said as he held his clenched fists out in front of him.
"First I thought about all of the stumbling blocks abour me rhat can
get in waknn-Thnka's and the Helper's way when I want them to work
in and through me. Then I asked them ,o ,.rnoue these things so that
I am a clean bone. They did this, and as I felt the obstacles coming
out I grabbed them and threw them away. When all of this was done
I felt fresh and clean. I saw myself as a hollow bone that is all shiny
on the inside and empty. I looked around inside myself to see if any
obstacles or junk were left, and there were none. I knew then that I
was ready to serv e waknn-Thnkawell, and I held up my hands ro offer
my thanksgiving and to tell Him how huppy I was. Immediately, I
could feel the power begin to come into me, and I reached up to help
it' It was wonderful, and mv energy grew until I was completery filled
with power. Before long I thought I would explode! Theni saw people
of all races all around me, and I gave the power away to them. All of
them were very grateful, and it made -. F..t good to share in this
giving. As I emptied myself out, I could feel more power coming into
me, and it was wonderfull" He watched me carefully to see what my
response would be. "That is how I become a little hollow tube,,, he
said.

6 See also Fools Crorp, p.58. ' l 'his concept of a tr iune God is more common to theIndians than is ordinarih'believed. when I was with a zuniclan chief one evening,tl'e talked about their War God. He drew me a picture of it, and explained that thelargest figure was the same as the F ather in christian theologv, the smaller figuretied to the larger one was the same as the Son, and the four large sticks tied t<l thelarger figure were the same as the Holv Spirit. He u,ent on to sav that the war Godnot onlv aids the zuni against human enemies, it also aids them against all forms ofevil, which include doubt, serfishness, and anvthing that would intrude to harm
ceremonies thev were doing. Like most Zuni, this tlan Chief was a member of theRoman catholic church' and it could be said that he derived his position from tharsource - except that would not explain whl, the form of the war God, rvhichpreceded white intrusion, has alwavs been exactlv as it was - large figure, and tiedto it the small figure and the fbur rii.kr.
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I, of course, was delighted, and sat back to draw a deep breath,
for it seemed like I had forgotten to breathe during the entire rite.
Finally, I asked, "And when you do this in preparation to cure or heal

?"
He did not allow me to finish the question. ,.Then,,, 

he said,
"instead of many people, I see just the one I am treating. But when I
am alone here I do it to get ready to serve all people - red, black,
white, brown and yellow."

"Can anyone become a little hollow bone for Waknn-Thnka to
work in and through?" I asked.

"Perhaps not a holy or medicine person, because we are called
to that. But everyone can become a bone to serve others. And when
they do they will find that in an emergency they can accomplish
anyhing in half the time it would ordinarily take. They can also ger
immediately ready to work great things. If I do nor have time to do
anything else before I treat someone, I at least do this, because if
necessary I can even do it in my mind."

"Where the bone idea is concerned, what is the difference be-
tween a holy or medicine person and an ordinary person?"

"The cleanest bones serve wakan-Tanka and the Helpers the
best, and medicine and holy people work the hardest to become clean.
The cleaner the bone, the more water you can pour through it, and
the faster it will run. It is this way with us and power, and the holy
person is the one who becomes the cleanest of all.,'
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Later on, while we were sitting in front of Fools crow's house,
we talked about the medicine men at pine Ridge, Rosebud, and the
other Sioux reservations; and it was now that we had our first con-
versation about how to tell an authentic medicine person from an
imitation one. After this, other discussions were held on the same
topic, until ar lasr I had assembled all of his thoughts regarding rhe
subject. These are combined in the following pages. Each of them
was offered during a "palms up" moment, and I suspect that medicine
people, both authentic and imitation, will find this information to be
of considerable interest.T

"How does a sioux become a medicine person?" I asked.
"Some people think we are chosen for this while we are still in

our mother's womb. That might be so, because most of us start to
become one when we are still a child. We have strange feelings about
it, and we think about the Higher Powers more than other children
'1,. we play games less, and do other things less. we go apart and
i:onteflplate what is happening to us. of course, all of this is Wakan-
Tanka's doing. He looks into us and sees what we are like. what is
really happening is that He and runkashila are calling us.8 what
happens then is that we become more and more open to the Higher
Powers. It is like we have bodies that are covered with holes through
which they enter and fill us, and out of which our prayers and desires
go up to Them. we are also ready to forego manv of the ordinary
pleasures of life so that we can become medicine people. we know
that we must take the time needed to learn how to apply the power
we will get for curing, healing, and helping our people in every way

7 On pages 53 and 54 of the Fools Cropbook, he lists the names of the outstandins
ceremonial chiefs and holv men of the Western Sioux.

u Unlike most other Lakota hol i 'and medicine men, Fools Crorv did not think of '
I(ahan-Tanka and Tunkashila as one and the same. 

'fhe_v 
were one in mind and

spirit, but individual Persons. \Vhen he defined their roles, he sau' Wakun-Tarrka as
akin to the Father f igure of the Bible, andTunkashilaas akin ro the Son,Jesus
Christ. "\\ih\',' he asked, "would we have fwo names fbr the same person, and u,hv
is it that our stories of our beginnings talk about a person like Turtkasiiila coming to
our land long ago and u'alking about among us? No one ever savs that this pcrson
was ll-ukan-Tanka. f'hat is whv, *'hen I prar.q,ith mv pipe, I point it first to
W'akan-Tanka,then to Tunkashila,then to the F'our Direcrions, and finalli to
Grandmother Earth."
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that we can. As ail of this happens, we are being changed (trans-
formed), so that day by day we move deeper and deeper into what weare becoming. Doing this does not taks away our regular responsi_
bilities' we continue to share in the work that has to u. done at home,and we must make our contributions to the needs ofour communities.
In fact, medicine people do what th.y do for their communities andnation. we are called to become hollow bones for our people andanyone else we can help, and we are not supposed to seek power forour personal use and honor. what we bones really become is thepipeline that conn ects Wakan-Thnka,, the Helpers, ,nd the community
together' This tells us the direction our curing and healing work mustfollow and establishes the kind of life we must lead. It aiso keeps usworking at things that do not bring us much income. So we have tobe strong and commifted to stick with this, otherwise we will get verylittle spiritual power, and we will probably give up the curing andhealing work. The ressons we are taught by our human teachers, asStirrup was for me, stress that ttr. traaitional way of performing aritual is more important than curing someone. curing a singre indi_vidual is only important in terms of what this teaches the endrecommunity. The community must continue to know that wakan_Thnkn' and the Helpers are always with it, and that it need not beafraid' Seeing a person healed gives them this assurance, and it grvesthe community strength to carry on in the face of distress and disas-ters' so the medicine person sits at the center of every important

thing that goes on in their community and nation, and when poweris set in motion and distributed, it b.ings us more and even greaterpower. we emphasize that prevention is more important than treat_ment where the community and individuals are concerned. Gettingready in advance may not prevent our being hurt, but it keeps us frombeing destroyed. It is unfortunate, but ou, p.ople have begun to forgetthis, and they are payin g a tragtcprice ro, it. They get knocked down,and they do not have the strength or the way ro get up.
"How," I asked, "does the difference between hory persons andmedicine persons come into being?,,
"Power takes over a holyperson's life. It affects everything aboutus' so our knowledge and understanding increases faster, and beforelong our relationship to the Higher pJ*.r, and ro power itserf is
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different from that of medicine people. Also, holy men and women

have more ways to obtain power and to set it into motion. We can

heal others and ourselves more easily and quickly. We achieve peaks

more often and our experience of them is deeper and more intense.

Holy people can make spirit-travel trips to the dwelling places of the

Higher Powers, and we can be transformed into animal or bird crea-

tures who can go among people to see what is going on. It is holy

people who are called upon by people and communities when situa-

tions are the most serious, and it is holy people who achieve the most

impressive results. That is why there are only a few of us at any one

time, and why we are the ones who can show people the fullness of

power in motion. So we are called holy men or holy women. But all

medicine people are different from ordinary peopfe. They may, for

the most part, behave and look like everyone else, but they are not.

The way rhey think is different. What happens to them is different.

They have insights that other people do not have. And, it is these

thoughts and insights that enable them to reach the peaks that are

required for their work. Another thing is that when we are compared

to people who do not cure or heal, and even to medicine people, W-e-

are more emodonal. This enables us to reach the peaks more easily

and quicklt B;Cause of our emotions, when we do a ritual or treat a

person we can quickly change our intensity as we move toward a

climax.
"Another thing we holy people know is who we are. We have a

clear sell-!ry1ge. To say this is not bragging. It is the truth. We know

we are part of Siou" history and that when we have become hollow

bones there is no limit to what the Higher Powers can do in and

through us in spiritual things. Even our physical bodies cannot con-

tain us, because our spirits can step out of our bodies and spirit-travel.

We dream and vision and have fantastic thoughts. This begins while

we are still children. Because of it, we are always ready for Wakan-

Tankn, and the Helpers to take us places and show us things that

others, because of their having closed minds, may never see' The

Power that we receive is for curing, healing, prophesYing, solving

problems, and finding lost people or obiects. It is also for spreading

love, transforming, and assuring peace and fertility. It is not to give

us power over others because the source of power is not ourselves.
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It comes to us and moves through us as hollow bones, but it belongs
to Wakn'n-Thnka and the Helpers. They are the Source, and all thanks
should go to Them.

"Still, the life of a holy person becomes soaked with power. one
way to describe it is that we are like filled sponges. We think constantly
about power' and the power we are given is easily set into motion.
our lives are a dance of power, and our people see this, so they honor
us. It follows then that we are always in public view, and that our
behavior must be the best. I do not argue, do not fight, do not hate,
do not gossip, and I have never said a swear word. I have not chased
after women) and I have controlled -y lust for them. I have never
touched a woman patient other than what was necessary to cure or
heal them. I have not taken advantage of anyone. I have not charged
for my curing, healing or advice, although I have accepted the gifts
of gratitude people have brought to me. I have never touched alcohol
or drugs; I have not even used peyote like they do in the Native
American church. wakan-Titnka can rake me higher than any drug
ever could. Because of these things, and of my spiritual life, people
respect me. But the important thing is that I reflect Wakan-Thnka and
the Helpers to them. I am not Them, but people see what They are
like in me and in rhe life I have lived. This life has been a very happy
and a full one. I don't know how it could have been bemer. whkan-
Titnkn, did not tell me to forego rhe things I iust menrioned. I just
came to know that I would have a better life without rhem. One of
the reasons why I have had such a hard time trying to find people to
pass my medicine on to is that there are so few who want to live
morally and frugally. While they talk a lot abour wanring to do this,
they do not really want to give up pleasure and material things. Also,
you can tell a true medicine person from an imitator by what thev ask
you for in return for their help. According to where they live, everyone
needs enough to live on and to pay their bills. But if they ask for more
than a fair payment for this, walk away from them. They are only
imitators, and their power will be very limited. They may talk well,
and they may have created ceremonies that will charm vou, but these
will not be ceremonies that are traditional and that came from the
Higher Powers. Remember that evil can work ceremonies too. The
strongest protection we have against evil is our pipe. I use mine nearly
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every time I do a ceremony. The pipe is a sacred gift to the Sioux,

and it represents for us the fellowship we have with Wakan-Thnka and

the Helpers. When we have the pipe in our hands and use it in

ceremonies it is the same as it would be for a Christian if he could

hold Jesus Christ in his hands while he prays."

As previously stated, Fools Crow had told me that his entire

work as a holy man, although demanding, was, "a dance of life," and

he added that it was only when he did this dance that he was his true

self. He was a vigorous and a charismatic man, and being with him

was in itself a spiritual experience. Anyone who has been with him,

Indian or outsider, will confirm this. I was told that the well-known

actor, Robert DeNiro, went to see Fools Crow when the holy man

was ninety-eight years old - and beyond carrying on any kind of a

social conversation. The actor just sat with him for nvo days, but even

then described it as one of the crowning experiences of his life.

What was accomplished in and through Fools Crorv, did, of

course, magnify his charisma. But he always stressed that both his

power and the power that was added to his own was given to him for

the sake of others. He considered this to be a normal view, and

nothing unusual. If anything puzzled him about it, it was his inabiliqv

to understand why everyone else did not feel the same way and follow

the same course of life that he did.

I asked Fools Crow whether he had any advice for those who

felt they already had healing power, or were called to it.

"They must," he replied, "aim at the heavens and set themselves

standards and goals that in the beginning will seem beyond reach.

But they should enjoy the challenges this brings, and they should not

look for perfection. One day they might get close to it. If, on the other

hand, they aim low, that is where they will always be. Even failures

make a positive contribution. They keep us humble, and they help us

find and fix our mistakes. Failures also tell us to practice more until

we are better. Things are never automatic in our relationship with

Wakan-Thnka. He wants us to learn for ourselves what we are made

of so that we can experience things fully. Quitting is the greatest

failure of all. Don't. Put the work aside for awhile if vou must, but
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then come back to it. It is practice that gives us confidence and gets
us ready to meet the big tests when they come.,,

"Ho*," I asked, ,.do 
vou practice where curing is concerned?

Wouldn't this be dangerous?"
He laughed, and answered, "I did my practicing in the earrv days

on the little things - on small wounds and in situations that were not
critical. "

"I 'm a l i tt le confused," I said. "If Wakan-Thnkaand the Helpers
tell vou what to do, why is practice even necessary?,,

Fools crow grunted and sat up straighter. ,,while 
the power

comes into and through us," he said, " it does not change the fact
that we are human beings with limitations. The Higher powers have
to work with us as we are, even though we improve as time passes
and we become less of a burden to them."

"Are there any basic rules for students to follow?',
"To become a clean hollow bone, you must first live as I have,

or if you have not done this already, vou must begin to do it. you must
love everyone, put others first, be moral, keep your life in order, not
do anything criminal, and have a good character. \f you do not do
these things, you will be easily tricked, and will become a hollow bone
for the powers of evil. As I iust said, you must also serve the Higher
Powers for only what you should reasonablv expect. If you demand
more than this from the people vou help, anv power vou receive will
come from the evil ones and it will hurt what you ur. trying to do.
Also, if people come to vou just because they are curious and want
you to perform som e miracre for them, you shourd ignore them.
Wakan-Thnka and the Helpers have better things to do than to satisfy
the curiosiw of unbelieving people. The greatest miracle is not some-
thing incredible, it is the thousands of changed lives. Miracles never
make believers. A priest told me that one timeJesus fed five thousand
men with a few fish and some bread. But when they came for breakfast
the next morning, thinking they had found a restaurant where they
didn't need to pay, he didn't feed them, and thev all walked awav.
Miracles don't make believers., '

"All of this has to do with faith," I commented.
"Ho," Fools Crow replied. "The one who wishes to be a true

medicine person must be a person of faith, and thev can onlv work
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successfully with those who also have faith. Good intentions are nor
enough, and excuses are not enough. The medicine person and the
patient must be glued together in fbith for the curing or healins to
occur. t'

"Anything else?"
"Yes. The true medicine person and the holv person do not trv

to cheat, to just get by; or to fool anyone. Instead, they are the ones
that alway's work and study the hardest. As long as we have the
strength to do Wakan-Tanka's rvill, we work at our job constanth'.
Although we keep our lives in balance, we don't waste time. people

can do anvthing if they want to do it badlv enough. Of course, med-
icine persons must take the time to actuallv erperience things to know
how thev trulv are. Can we know how rain or snow feels without being
out in it? Can rve know how a Sun Dance feels without experiencing
u'h;t a dancer does? Can we know about suffering if we don't suffer?
\nother thing medicine people need is a good sense of humor. lbu
I .row that I enjov life and like to laugh. Laughter breaks the tension.
It is a very good healer. And, it keeps us from taking life too seriouslv.
After all, Wakan-Tanka and the Helpers are the Chiefs of the ages.
Thev have alwavs been, and alwarvs will be. We come and go, but the
sacred hoop was turning before us, and if lr,e do what Wakcm-Tanka
wishes us to do, it wil l  keep on turning after we are gone."

"lsn't it true though, that the holv and medicine people usuallv
live longer than other people do?"

"There ha'e been manv medicine people r,vith gre-y hair."
"How do vou account for this?"
His eves twinkled as thev usuallv did when what he was about

to say amused him, "I have been told," he said, "about the Fountain
of lbuth. But that is onlv a dream. If people reallv want to stay healthv
and live a long time, there is a real rvav to do it. The-v must give
themselves to Wakan-Tanka and live a spiritual life. Thel' u,ill have
the peace that frees them from f-ear. Thev will know that W'akan-Tanka
and the Helpers surround them, and that nothing can hurt them that
thev can't recover from. So there is no fear. Thev remain calm, and
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they are unhurried. They do not get ulcers or have sudden heart

attacks while they are still young. I have had a couple, but I was

eighty-five before I had the first one.e Spiritual people do not suffer

as much from anxiety as other people do, and they do not worry as

much about being chiefs or pleasing others just to get ahead in life.

Instead, the things they do are personally rewarding. They feel good

about themselves, and they naturally take care of themselves as they

ought to."
"What you present," I said, "is an ideal picture, but is it realistic?"

"'What," he asked, "does realistic mean?"

"Possible, probable . . . likely to happen."

He thought about that for amoment, and then answered me with

another question. "shouldn't we alwavs remember that Waknn-Tanka

does not ask us to do these things alone? He walks with us along the

pathways of life, and He can do for us what we could never do on

our own.tt
"Can you," I asked, "point to examples of longevity because of

a spiritual life?"

"I am one," he said without the least indication of humiliqv.

"Black Elk is another . . . Charles Red Cloud is 89 . . . Iron Cloud

and my father. There have been many I could name, and in fact I

have named some of them for you (in the Fools Crow book). But I will

admit that this is changing. Most of my people have begun to fall away

from Wakan-Tanka, and with every passing day the examples get

harder to f ind."ro

e Reference to Fools Crow's i l lnesses can be found inFools Cront,p.20l.
l0 I touch on the subject of longevitv again in Chapter Iiour - 

'fhe 'I'imeless 
Age.
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